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T he new NanoCreator® FCM is capable of all the above to deliver competitive
advantage in new materials development and scale-up production of pristine, single

component or multi-metal oxide nano particles from a few nm to a few hundred nm.

The unique nano particle synthesizer from Hosokawa Micron achieves particle build up
flexibility depending on raw materials and their concentrations during the particle formation.
Individual component ratios can be varied to optimise the quality of the final product.

The NanoCreator® FCM-MINI for small batches can produce batches from 1-10g in
approx 30 minutes, depending on type of metal oxide and particle size requirements.
Competitively priced and with a small footprint the unit is suitable for those wishing to
enter nano material production.

A larger FCM-400 model is available for continuous, hourly production of 100-200g of
material, again depending on the recipe of the product and particle size requirement.

Both units are easy to disassemble for cleaning purposes.
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Lab Innovations
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• High purity metal oxides

• Batch or continuous production

• Accurate but flexible particle size

New website 
plus FREE Diagnostic App

SEE PAGE 2



…is the NEW WEBSITE for Hosokawa Micron’s Performance
Improvement Solutions service that guides engineers and plant
operators through step by step solutions to help exploit the full
potential of existing plant and production opportunities to
generate a rapid return on investment.

Browse www.IntelliMill.com on mobile phone, tablet or PC
for information at a glance that demystifies the jargon of
Process Optimisation and explains its role in meeting Lean
Manufacturing targets and achieving 6 Sigma performance.

‘What we do’, ‘How we do it’ and the ‘Benefits’ of
Hosokawa Micron’s Performance Improvement Solutions
service are fully explained for all stages of the phased
approach to getting the best out of your plant. A wealth of
case studies and other resources deliver evidential support
from plant operators who have benefitted from the unique,
global service provided by Hosokawa Micron.
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NEW

FREE APPPerformance
Improvement Solutions
Our proven low capital cost, phased approach to
performance improvement and plant optimisation
employs three simple stages – UNDERSTAND –
MONITOR – CONTROL to give engineers and
production managers clear indicators and defined
actions for continuous, strategic performance
improvement.

By harnessing the combined strength of Hosokawa
Micron’s technical and practical processing expertise with
the latest plant performance monitoring equipment and
analysis software from technology leaders  XpertRule
Software Ltd we can help you achieve:

• Energy cost savings

• Improved product quality

• Increased production yield

• Increased plant availability

• Profits improvements

Proven across a range of industries, OEM analysers and
production and control equipment,   Hosokawa
Micron’s Performance Improvement Solutions can be
utilised to examine large scale processes, pilot plant,
laboratory and R&D plant across industries including
chemical, food, pharmaceutical, toner and cement.

With this FREE App
processors can see for
themselves how readily
available plant data can be
used to achieve the equipment and process controls
needed to get the production results they want.

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/expert-
advisor/id495144267?mt=8

The Diagnostics App shows the automatic generation
of diagnostic fault conditions for a typical milling
system. Fault conditions are reported for the different
areas of the milling system, namely: Feeder, Classifier
and Blower. Each fault includes a recommended
follow up action.

An auto-run setting, automatically steps through a
pre-programmed set of input values for key mill
measurements such as motor loading for the fan,
feed flow rate and rotor speed. On an actual
installation input values are read directly from the
mill PLC for on-line diagnostic monitoring of mill
operations or values are manually entered for off-line
troubleshooting of equipment problems.

Further versions of this mobile app, covering more
equipment types will be released soon.

TAKE A PEEK!  

-puts plant control in
the palm of your hand.

www.IntelliMill.com
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Viblette™ VBL A New Way in Wet Sieving 

M embers of the North West Nuclear Institute saw

Monica Mwanje, President of the Young

Generation Network accept the gift of a purpose built

demonstration glovebox, presented by Iain Crosley, MD,

Hosokawa Micron Ltd, in an awards ceremony held at their

Annual Dinner, recently.

The transparent, acrylic, glovebox, complete with transfer

airlock and gloveports, will be used to add an engaging,

interactive element to YGN presentations which are part of

a regional education programme of schools and college

visits to highlight the job opportunities within the industry. 

Hands on Learning for Engineers of Tomorrow

F ollowing on from the iconic Alpine Air Jet Sieve for laboratory sieving
and particle size measuring of fine powders, Hosokawa Micron has now

introduced the Viblette™ VBL for fast, accurate wet sieving in the laboratory -
for example in dry material applications where highly cohesive materials such
as carbon black, mineral fillers and dielectric materials are involved.

4 Shorter measuring times, up to 1/3 that of 
conventional wet sieves

4 Using 1/6th less water than conventional wet sieves

4 Consistent repeatable test results

4 Multiple simultaneous analysis 

4 Screening down to 10 micron size

4 Capability up to 10 litres of slurry per minute

‘With an established heritage of pioneering
engineering technology Hosokawa Micron appreciate
the importance of developing the engineers of the
future. We hope that this glovebox, which will be used
within the YGN education programme in schools,
colleges and at Engineering Your Future events, will
be the catalyst for learning and the stimulus for a new
STEM career path for many of today’s students.

We hope students will ‘have a go’ at the different
interactive tests and challenges to share an insight
into the practical processing tasks typically carried
out within a protective, contamination controlled
environment and with the encouragement of the
enthusiastic YGN education team see their future in
the diversity of engineering opportunities open to
them.’ Iain Crosley, MD, Hosokawa Micron Ltd.

“Our volunteers support a number of events
throughout the year; all of which are focused on
promoting STEM opportunities to the students. We’re
often asked to explain what it is we actually do, and
for examples of work environments. The glovebox is a
great addition to the YGN toolkit as it is an interactive
activity that will help students to understand a little
bit more about the industry.  We’re very grateful to
Hosokawa Micron and thank them for their generous
donation.” Monica Mwanje, YGN President 2013



E ffective mixing and de-lumping increases spray drying efficiency,
particularly for thick suspensions and slurries typical in powder

detergent manufacturing. 

When dry and liquid ingredient slurries are pumped at low pressure
through the Hosokawa Rietz In-Line Disintegrator, the unit delivers a
consistent, lump-free mixture that does not block spray dryer heads
nor cause operating problems at the high pressure pump. The results
are reduced downtime for cleaning and consistency of the mixture
which in turn has a positive effect on the end  product detergent –
in both performance and packability.

The Hosokawa Rietz In-Line Disintegrator offers:

l flexibility and easy speed adjustment
l easy clean design
l rapid screen and hammer changeover
l available in vertical or horizontal design
l suitable for pipe systems up to 10barg

Detergent 
No Deterrent

For Hosokawa Rietz Disintegrator 

T he latest, ‘silent running’ Downflow Booth is as quiet as a
whisper. Capable of delivering OELs of <1µg/m3 it is ideal for

applications within ‘quiet zones’ or multi-processing areas where
acoustic interference would be a problem.

With noise levels of approximately 60dba, the new Whisper-Booth
is quieter than a normal conversation – one of the quietest booths
on the market today.

‘In using a combination of high efficiency, low vibration and
quieter running motors, low noise fans and  high density sound
attenuating insulation we have been able to create a unique
Downflow Booth that operates at whisper sound levels,’
explains Carl Emsley, Product Manager, Hosokawa Micron Ltd.

Everyone’s
Talking About It

Shhh! 
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